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On the Convergence of Galerkin Approximation
Schemes for Second-Order Hyperbolic Equations
in Energy and Negative Norms
By Tune Geveci
Abstract. Given certain semidiscrete and single step fully discrete Galerkin approximations to
the solution of an initial-boundary value problem for a second-order hyperbolic equation, //'
and L2 error estimates are obtained. These estimates are valid simultaneously when the
approximation to the initial data is taken to be the projection onto the approximating space
with respect to the inner product which induces the energy norm that is naturally associated
with the problem. The L2-estimate is obtained as a by-product of the analysis of convergence
in certain negative norms. Estimates are also obtained for the convergence of higher-order

time derivatives in the presence of sufficiently smooth data.

1. Introduction. We consider the following initial-boundary value problem: Given
a bounded domain 8cR" with smooth boundary 3ß, and 0 < t* < oo, a function
u is sought such that
(D2u(t, x) + Lu(t, x) = 0

(1.1)

|M(.,x)

=0

for (t, x) e(0, /*] X fi,

for(í,x)e(0,í)x3S2,

\u(0, x) = u0(x),

D,u(0, x) = ù0(x)

forxefi.

Here, u0 and ii0 are given functions and L denotes the second-order elliptic operator

with
au = aJt e C-(ö),

i, j = 1,2,..., N,

a0 e C"(ö),

a0 > 0 inO,

and
N

N

Y aiJ(x)ilij>ailif
1,7=1

i=l

for x e Í2, all (£,, £2,..., £N) e Rn, a being some positive constant.
As in the paper [1] by Baker and Bramble on the approximation of (1.1), and the
papers [2], [5], [6], [9] on Galerkin schemes for parabolic equations, we shall discuss
the well-posedness of (1.1) and the convergence of approximation schemes within
the framework of the spaces /f(ß) c HsiSi), s > 0, and their duals. Thus,

fl°(Q) = L2(fi),
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and
/f(ß)

= {v G H'(Q): v = 0 and L^u = 0 on 3ß for/ < s/2)

for j > 0. For s < 0, //J(ß) denotes the dual, with respect to the L2-inner product,

of Hsiü).

As shown in [6],
//s(ß)

= (oeL2(0):|M|,s

Yd \(v,fpj)\2\'j)
\y-i

< oo

for s > 0, where 0 < A, < A2 < • ■• < A-< ••• is the sequence of eigenvalues of
the operator L with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, with the corresponding complete, orthonormal (in L2(Q)) sequence of eigenfunctions {<pJJL,. The
norm || • ||s is equivalent to the usual Sobolev norm on //"(ß), and on L2(ß) the dual
norm induced by // *(ß) (5 > 0) is equivalent to
,1/2

1Y |(t>,ty)fv
(•, •) will denote the duality between //~s(ß) and Hsi$l) as well as the L2-inner
product, and a( •, •) denotes the bilinear form associated with L, i.e.,
N

t(u,v) = Jof
Let T: H

du 3d

l,y= 1

'

UV

dx.

J

(ß) -» H (ß) denote the solution operator defined by

a(r/,<p) = (/,<p),

ve/T'(0).

For/ e L2(ß), 7/ e //2(ß) and can be represented as
0C

j

77= Zri/.^HOne notes that, for/ e L2(ß),

(1-2)

11/11-,
= (r/,/),

*>o.

When r is considered to be a linear operator in L2(ß), it is selfadjoint and positive
definite [4], [9], so that

(1.3)

(v,w)_s^irv,w),

s>0,

defines an inner product on L2(ß), and induces the norm || • ||_r
The initial-boundary value problem (1.1) may be viewed as an evolution equation
for »7(0 = [«(/), w(f)]' (' denotes the transpose) in the space X = //'(ß) x L2(ß);

(1.4)

j D,Uit) + Ai/(f) = 0,
\ »7(0) = i/0,

where

(1.5)
Un = [u0, Üq]', and
norm.

A= 0

-/
L
0
"II?+ ll"llo}'/2for U = [". "]' is the 'energy'
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= « 9+1 + ll"lla}> a > 0. to denote the norm in /Y*+I(ß)x
Using
Á*(Q), one observes that, for U0e Á*+1(Q) x //»(Ö), [/(?) e //*+1(ß) x //<?(ß),
í e R, and that

(1.6)

Wit)\\\q = \\\UiO)\\\q, t^R,q>0.

This is easily deduced from the representation
sin

(1.7)

Y
y-i

uit)

(«„.«p^cosf^Tr) + («0,9,)--j=-

%■

For »7= 0 (1.6) states the conservation of energy, for q > 1 it may be viewed as a
regularity result pertaining to the solution to which we shall appeal frequently. For
future reference let us also note that

lilt/Ill,= IIIA'I/Illo

(1.8)

for i/e //i+1(ß) X Hqi$). This follows readily from the characterization of the
, mentioned at the
spaces /Y?(ß) and the spectral representation of the norms
beginning, noting that

A<?=

Lq/2
0

("1)<
(-1)

(?-l)/2

0
Lq/1

for q even,
.£(<?-D/2

0
lfl+\)/2

for q odd.

0

The Galerkin formulation of (1.1) that is relevant to the approximation schemes to
be considered in this paper results from

(£>,2u(.),(p) + a(u(t),<p)

= 0 alltpe

//'(ñ),

with uit) e //'(ß).

As in the paper by Baker and Bramble [1], this may be cast as an
evolution equation for U(t) e HX(Ü)X L2(ß) with D,U(t) e L2(ß) x ÍT'(fi);

' JD,Uit) + Uit) = 0,

(1.9)

t > 0,

U(0) = î/0,

where

7=

(1.9')

o
-/

r
o

One notes that 7: L2(ß) X H~ '(ß) -» //'(ß) X L2(ß), so that (1.9) certainly makes
sense. With uit) given by (1.7), Uit) = [uit), D,«(i)]' is such a solution for
U0 e=#'(ß) x L2(ß).
Parallel to the conservation of the 'positive' norms ||| • |||9, q > 0, as expressed by
(1.6), the negative norms defined by

IIII/IIU

-</>-•)

+ PII-,}11/2 .

P>1,

so that

111.7111-,=H"*'"

"(ß)x//

^(ß)
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are also conserved:

(1.10)

Hlt7(0lll-,= \\\UiO)\\\-p, fGR,

where Uit) is the solution of (1.9). (1.10) easily follows from the representation (1.7).
Nevertheless, we shall derive it in a way that will indicate to the reader the spirit in
which we handle the Galerkin approximations.
We first note that X = 77'(ß) X L2(ß) is provided with the inner product denoted

by
((U,V))0 = a(u, v) + (ù,v)
for U = [u, if]', V = [v, v]', and this inner product induces the energy norm ||| • |||0.

7, defined by (1.9'), is skew adjoint;

(1.11)

i(JU,V))0=

-((U,JV))0,

U,V*X,

as is easily verified. In particular,

(1.12)

iiJU,U))0

= 0,

UeX.

Next, we observe that

(1.13)

IIII/IIL,= \\\J"U\\\o, p>l.

Indeed,

\\\J"U\\\l = iiJ»U, J"U))0 = i-l)p(iJ2PU,

U))0,

by the skew-adjointnessof 7 ((1.11)),and
j2p = i~iy\T"
v ;

^o

°
Tp

so that

\\\JpU\\\l = a(T"u, u) + (T"ù, ù) = (TP~xu, u) + (T'ü, u)

= iI"IIVd + iiùii-pNow, from ( 1.9) it follows that

7i,+1Z),t/(0+7''»7(0 = 0,
and

({j»+xD,U(t), JpD,U(t)))n + ((J'U(t),

JpD,U(t)))0 = 0.

Due to the skew-adjointness of 7 ((1.12)), the first term falls away, and we obtain

\ ¿lll/'I/(OIHo= 0,
and by (1.13)

^ll|i/(OIH-,
= o,

dV

so that the conservation statement (1.10) holds forp > 1, as well as for Hi■|||0.
We shall now describe the semidiscrete Galerkin scheme that will be considered in
this paper. Let 5^(ß) c 77'(ß) be a finite dimensional subspace with the approximation property

(1.14)
and r > 2.

inf {||«-«pJo + %-«PJi}<CAlu||„

K»7<r,
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The solution operator Th: H '(ß) -> Srh(ü), corresponding to T, is defined by

(1.15)

aiTJ,<ph) = if,<ph) forah>„eS;(ß),

with/a given element of H~ '(ß). wÄ(r) e Srhiü),tne Galerkin approximation to the
solution «(r) of (1.1) is sought as that function which satisfies

(1.16)

{D?uhit),<ph)+a(uh(t),<ph)

h„(0) = «0>Ae Si(0),

= 0,

r>0,«pAeSA'(Q),

D,uh(0) = Kh e S'h(Q).

As in [1], (1.16) is cast in the form
JhD,Uh(t) + Uh(t) = 0,
Uh(0) = £/„.*.

(1.17)

t>0,

where

Vh(t) = [«*(/), «„(i)]',

t/o.»= [«o.*. *o,*l'»

and

/*-

(1.18)

0

parallel to (1.9), (1.9'). Jk, written as in (1.18), is an operator L2(ß) X H~'(ß) ->
SAr(ß)x L2(ß). Just as 7 is skew adjoint in A' = Hx(ti) X L2(ß), equipped with the
inner product ((■, -))0, Jh is skew adjoint in SA(ß) x L2(ß) equipped with the same
inner product. Indeed, for U = [uh, it]', V = [vh, v]' in SA(ß) X L2(ß),
((7„í/, K))0 = (([7,6,
= (h,oa)-

-«,]',

[oA, *]'))„ - a(ThU, vh) - (uh, v)

(«A,ö),

and
(({/, jhv)\

= (([«A) «]', [i;*, -vh]'))0

= fl(«A, r»*) - (u, vh)

= a(Thv, uh) - (U, vh) = (v, uh) - («, vh),

by the definition (1.15) of Thand the symmetry of a(•,•), so that
(1.19)

((7At/, V))0 =-((U,

JhV))0,

C/,FeS;(ß)xL2(ß),

and in particular

(1.20)

((JhU,U))o = 0

for U e 5Ar(ß) x L2(ß).
Conservation of energy is readily obtained from (1.17) by making use of (1.20):
((JhDtUh(t), D,Uh(t)))0 + ((Uh(t), DtUh(t)))o = 0,

the first term vanishes by (1.20), and

\ ¿111^(01115
= o,
so that

(1.21)

llli/A(OIHo
= Illi4(o)||io,

R.
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Furthermore, the discrete counterparts of the negative norms III• \\\~p, p > I, are also
conserved. If we adopt Thomée's definition and notation [9], the seminorm

(1-22)

WUsfef)1/2,

¡>l,

is induced by

(t>,w)_M= (Tfr,w),
and we define the seminorm
,2

(1.23)

2

J/2

\\\V\\Lp,h = {\\v\\-iP-l),h+\\v\\-p,h)

,

p>l,

which is induced by the inner product

iiV,W))-p,hm{Trlu,v)

+ iT(ù,t)

for V= [v,v]', W=[w,w]'.
Just as in the case of ||| • III-,,, we note that

(1.24)

\\\JgVk\\\0
= HIKJI-,.», p>l,

for Vh e Srh(ü) x L2(ß). Indeed

monillo = {iHVh, JPVh))0 = i-l)p{{j2"Vh,Vh))0
by the skew-adjointness of 7Aon SA(ß) x L2(ß) ((1.19)), and

jh2p=i-n'

77

0

0

7/

so that

1117^111,
= u(r^Ä,KA)+ (7?*,*) = (7TV«>a) + (^é,è)
m

ii2

ii m2

= IKII-(/>-I),A
+ H -/>.*
for FA= [vh, v] e 5A'(Ö)x L2(ß). We now go back to (1.17) and obtain

jr%Uhit)+J/>Uhit)

= 0,

so that
{{jr%Uhit),

JPD,U(t)))0 + {(JtUh(t),

JPDtUh(t)))o - 0

and, making use of ( 1.20),

\ jtMuh(t)\\\20 = o,
which,by (1.24),yields

(1.25)

lll£4(0HI-jP,/t
- Hlt4(0)lll-p,A,<eR.

Thus the solution Uh(t) of the Galerkin equation (1.17) conserves the discrete
negative seminorm HI• \\\-Pih,P > 1.
Let us note that ((•, •))_,/, coincides with the inner product ((•, ■)) utilized by
Baker and Bramble in [1] in order to obtain L2-estimates for uh(t) - uit):
\\\Uh(t) - U(t)\\\lx,„ = \\uh(t) - u(t)\\0 + \\ù„(t) - ü(t)

\.h-
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We shall carry out our convergence analysis simultaneously within the energy, i.e.,
Ill• IHo-framework,and within the context of the negative norms III• |||_p, the relation-

ship of which to III■\\\-p.hwill be stated presently, and not only ||| • III—i,aWe shall
choose Uh(0) to be PhU0,where Ph: H](tt) x L2(ß) -> SAr(0)x S£(ß) denotes the
projection with respect to ((•, •))„. Thus
PhV=[Plhv,P°v]',

for V— [v, v]', where P\ denotes the Ritz projection onto 5A(ß) with respect to
».(•,•), and P° denotes the L2-projection onto 5Ä'(ß), so that
(1.26)

a{Pxhv,<ph) = aiv,<ph),

(1.27)

(P°v,<ph) = (v,<ph),

<pAg Srh(Ü),

TteS;(S!),

Baker and Bramble choose Uh(0) = [Ph°uQ,P^Ùq] and obtain optimal L2-estimates
for uhit) - u(t), in [1]. In general it cannot be expected that energy estimates will be
obtained with this choice of initial data. Thus, one may view the results of our paper
as complementing those of [1], within the spirit of Thomée's paper [9] on negative
norm estimates for Galerkin approximations to the solutions of parabolic equations.
The author is greatly indebted to the works of all three authors.
Before we state our results more explicitly, we shall state the approximationtheoretic results that will be needed in the sequel. The background is available in the
papers already referred to.
The following results are well known:
(1.28)

\\v - Pxhv\\_p< ChP+q\\v\\q,

-1 </> < r - 2, 1 < ? < r.

(1.29)

||ü - PfoW-p< Chp+q\\v\\q,

0 </> < r,0 < q < r.

(1.30) ||(r-7i)/|_,<CÄ'+«+a||/|„

-1 </><r-2,-1

<<?</•-2.

From (1.28), (1.29) and the definitions of the norms III• \\\-p, ||| • |||?, one readily
obtains

(1.31)

|||F-PikK|||_/<C»'+«-I|||K|||,-,,

0<j><r-

l,l<9<r.

From (1.30) and the definitions of 7 and Jh it follows that

(1.32) |||(7 -Jh)F\\\-p^Ch"+"-x\\\F\\\q-2,

0'<p<r-l,l<q<r.

We also need to clarify the relation between III• \\\-p and III• HI-,,,*.In [9], Thomée
proved the following result (Lemma 1 in that paper): For 0 »=:p < r and v g L2(ß),

(1.33)
(1.34)

IMI-^*<C{|M|-,+ AÍo||o},
\H~P<C{\\v\\-P,H + hP\\v\\o).

Parallel to (1.33) and (1.34),one obtains

(1.35)

H-(/-».»-<C{H-(/-i)+ *'ll«>l|i),

(1.36)

M-Í/-J) < C(\\v\\-(p-i),h
+ A'lMli}

for v g /7'(ß), 0 ^ p ^ r - 1. The proof is similar to that of Thomée's proof of

(1.33) and (1.34),making use of (1.30)and the inequality

|o||'i<C{*2Hi + *''N-(/+i))
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instead of

|M|_2< C(h2\\v\\0+ h^f-^WoW-ip+i))
both of which are easily obtained from the spectral representations. From (1.33),

(1.34),(1.35)and (1.36),it followsthat

(1.37)

(1.38)

|||K|||-,.A< C{\\\V\\\-P
+ A'lHKlllo),

IIIFHI-,
< CflllKHI-,.*
+ A'HlKHIo)

for V G H\Q) X L2(ß), 0 < p < r - 1.
In Section 2 we shall discuss the convergence of semidiscrete approximations and
prove the following:
Theorem 1. // U0 g 77<?+1(ß)x /F(ß), Uh(0) = PhU0,for 0 < t < t*,

WO) - Uhit)\\\-P ^ Cit*)hr+q-x\\\U0\\\q,

0<p<r-ltl<q<r.

In particular, one has the energy estimate
\\\U(t) - Uh(t)\\\o ^ C(t*)hr-x\\\U0\\\r,

and the L2-estimate
\\u(t)-uh(t)\\0^C(t*)hr\\\U0\\\r.

The reader will observe that these estimates are valid for the choice Uh(0) =
[P°uQ, P°ù0Y if 5A(ß) satisfies the inverse property

Mi < C*~1?J
for all <phg 5Är(ß).

In Section 3 we shall give estimates for fully discrete approximations corresponding to the class of rational approximations of the exponential labelled by Baker and
Bramble [1] as Class f'-I. Imposing the appropriate stability condition, as in [1], the
reader may readily obtain the corresponding results for rational approximations of

Class MI.
In Section 4 we shall give estimates for the convergence of higher-order time
derivatives of semidiscrete approximations, parallel to the results in the paper [3] by
Baker and Dougalis. In order to obtain estimates for |||£>/{7(i) - Z)/i/A(r)lll-/,,
0 < p 4: r - 1, we choose i7A(0)= 7Aî+1As+1»7rj,
s > 1. This is one of the choices
considered by Baker and Dougalis. These authors had been aiming at L°°-estimates
for (h(0 - uhit)), and made use of estimates for |||Z>/{7(0- D/»7A(i)|||_i,A.We do
not duplicate their effort in the direction of L°°-estimates and present our results
concerning \\\D'Uit) - D'Uhit^\\-p, 0 < p < r - 1, as results which are of interest
in their own right. Neither do we attempt to utilize our estimates in order to obtain
other results parallel to those obtained in [5] and [9] for parabolic problems.
2. Convergence Estimates for Semidiscrete Approximations. We are comparing the
solution í/(í) of the evolution equation (1.9) and the solution Uhit) of the corresponding equation (1.17), with i/A(0)= PA»7(0).We shall first establish the energy
estimate, then the estimates in the discrete negative norms, and combining these
results we obtain the principal result of this section, stated as Theorem 1 in the
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Introduction. The energy estimate is of course classical [8], but we still choose to
include the proof, which is in Une with the overall approach of the paper, and which,
in our opinion, has aesthetic appeal.

Proposition

1. If Uit) is the solution of il.9), Uhit) is the solution of il.11) with

Uhi0) = PhU0,and U0 g /7"+1(ß) X 77"(ß),

(2.1)

\\\Uit)-Uhit)\\\o4Cit*)hq-x\\\U0\\\q,

l^q^r,04t4t*.

i As usual, C will denote a generic constant which may have a different meaning at

differentplaces.)
Proof. To begin with, the case q = 1 is trivial, since

\\\Uit)\\\o= Hlt/oMo,
and

\\\Uhit)\\\o
= lllPAi/0|||o
< lllt/olllo,
by (1.6), (1.21) and the fact that Ph is the projection with respect to ((•, -))0.
Therefore we need to consider 2 < q < r. Writing

U(t) - Uh(t) = (17(0 - PhU(t)) + (PhU(t) - Uh(t)),
and noting ((1.31)) that

11117(0
- P*I/(OWo
< CA«-'11117(0111,-.
= CA'-'lHt/olll,-,,

< CA'-'HIt/ollU,
we shall have to prove

(2.2)

lllP^O-^ÍOlllo^CA'-'lllí/olll,,

2 < q »Sr, in order to establish (2.1). Since

JD,U(t) + {7(0 = 0,

JhD,U(t) + U(t) = (J„ - J)D,U(t),

we have

JhD,PhU(t) + P„t/(0 = Uh - J)D-U(t) + Jh(PhD,U(t) - D,U(t))
+ (PhU(t) - Uit)).
Set
(2.3)

pA(0 = (Jh~ J)D,U(t) + Jh(Ph - I)D,U(t) + (Ph - I)U(t)

= (7 - J„)AU(t) + J„(I - Ph)AU(t) + (Ph - I)U(t),
by (1.4).Thus,
JhDtPhU(t) + PhU(t) = p„(t),

PhU(0) = P„t/0,

and
JhDtUhit) + U„(t) = 0,

U„(0) = PhU0,

so that with-£A*(0= PhU(t) - Uh(t),
JhD,E*h(t) + E*h(t) = ph(t),

E*h(0) = 0.

By forming the ((•, ■))0-inner product with DtE^(t),
((JhDtEh(t),

D,E*h(t))\ + ((E*h(t), D,EZ(t)))0 = ((ph(t), D,E^(t)))0,
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and noting that the first term on the left falls away due to the skew-adjointness of Jh
((1.20)) on SAr(ß) x 5Ar(ß),we obtain

\ft\\\EZ(t)\\\2n=((ph(t),DiE*(t)))0

- |((p*(0. «;(0))o- ((Ap*(0.£f(0))o.
and

|||£A*(OIHo
= lll^(0)lllo+ 2((pA(0,Et(t)))0 - 2((pA(0),£¿(0)))
-2J\(D,ph(r),Et(r))\dT.
Since £A*(0)= 0,

IllZtfiOlllg
= 2((pA(/),£í(0))o - ij'iiDMr),

Ei(r)))0dr.

This implies, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [1], that

\

sup |||£f(0lllc.« 4 sup lllpA(0HlrJ
+ \ sup |||£A*(OIHo

4 0»sr»sr*

0«(«f*

0<f=s.*

+4f*riiiAP/,(T)iii^T,
and finally

(2.4)

sup \\\Et(t)\\\Uc sup (||Ipa(0IIIu
+ (^)2IIIApa(0IIIo).
0»sr<ir*

0«r^r*

We shall now estimate |||pA(Olllo
and |||i>,pA(r)lll0.
By (2.3) and (1.4),
D.Phit) = iJh - J)A2U(t)

+ Jh(Ph - I)A2U(t)

+ (I-

Ph)AU(t).

Obviously, it is sufficient to estimate |||Z),pA(/)|||o.By (1.32), (1.8) and (1.6),

|||(7A- 7)A2c/(Olllo < CA'-1|||A2i7(r)|||1?-2
= CA"-'|||»7(f)|||í = CA'-,|||í70|||9.

By (1.31)
|||(7 - Ph)AU(t)\\\o < Ch"-1|||A£/(/)|||,_,
= Chq-x\\\U(t)\\\q= Ch«-x\\\Un\\\q.
Now

|||7A(PA
- /)A2i/(Olllo= lll(P*- /)A2i/(0W_,,A
< C(|||(PA - l)A2U(t)\\\-X + A|||(PA- l)A2U(t)\\\o),

by (1.37).We have

|||(PA- /)A2[/(0IIU. < Ch^«-x>-x\\\K2U(t)\\\q-2= Ch"-x\\\U0\\\q,
due to (1.31), and

|||(PA- /)A2i7(Olllo < CA<*-1>-,|||A2{7(0IIU-2
= CA'-2|||»70|||?,
again by (1.31).
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Combining the above inequalities, we obtain

|||7/,(PA-/)A2í/(Olllo<CA''-,|||í70|||(?.
Therefore

IIIAPa(OIIIo
< CAM»*,
and similarly,

IlkiOIHo^CA'-'IIHIH,-,,
so that

sup ll|£A*(Olllo<C(í*)A"-,|||»70|||í7,
0«t^r*

and the proposition has been established.

Proposition 2. If U(t) is the solution of (1.9), ¿7A(0is the solution of (1.17) with
Uhi0) = PhU0,and U0 G Hq+ '(ß) X Hq(Sl), 0 < t < t*,

(2.5) ll|í/(0-t4(f)lll-p,/1<C(í*)A^"-,|||»70|||9,

l</»<r-l,l<î<r.

Proof. We write again
JhD,Uit) + Uit) = iJh-J)DtUit),
so that

Jt%Vit)

+ JtU(t) = JP(J„ - J)D,U(t),

and

(2.6)

je+'D,uh(t)+jeuh(t) = o,

so that, with £A(0 = »7(0 - Uhit),

(jrxD,E„(t)

+ JtE„(t) = JP(J„ - J)D,U(t),

\£A(0)=Í70-PAÍ70.

We set
(2.8)

ah(t) = (Jh-J)D,U(t),

form the ((•, •))0-inner product of (2.7) with Jf°D,Eh(t), and obtain
(2.9)

{{jr%Eh(t),

JPDtEh(t))\

+ ((^Eh(t),

JPD,Eh(t)))o

= ((j£ah(t),jeDtEh(t)))oSince Jh(X) c Srh(ü) x L2(ß), and 7Ais skew adjoint on Srh(ti) X L2(ß), the first
term in (2.9) drops out, and we obtain

(2.10)

I |lll^A(OIHo - {iJMt), D,JlEh(t))\.

From (2.10) we obtain, in exactly the same way as in the proof of Proposition 1,

sup \\\JPE„(t)\\\0
< C(t*) sup (1117^(01110
+ 1117^^(01110
+ ll|7//£A(0)|||o).
0<.<r*

0«.»sr*
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By (1.24), this means that
(2.11)

sup \\\U(t) - Uh(t)\\\.p,h
Outsit*

<C(f)

sup (|||aA(/)|||-J,.*
+ ||lAaA(OIII-/..*
+ lll£*(0)lll-P.A)0<r<r*

In order to complete the proof of the proposition, we shall estimate II|oa(0HI-/>,a.
|||/J)(aA(0lll-p,/.and |||£A(0)|||-piA. Again it suffices to demonstrate the estimation of
the last two terms. Now,

7>A(0 = U - J)D?U(t) = U - J)A2U(t).
Making use of (1.37),

IIIW)HI-M

< C(|||(7 - Jh)A2U(t)\\Lp+ h'\\\(J - 7A)A2i/(Olllo).

By (1.32)
|||(7 - 7„)A2Í7(0HU„< ChP+«-x\\\A2Uit)\\\q-2
= Ch"+q-x\\\Uit)\\\q= ChP+q'x\\\U0\\\q.

Again by (1.32)

|||(7-7A)A2i/(Olllo<CA'-l|||»70|||(?.
We therefore have

IIID,ah(t)\W-p.h<ChP+i- x\\\U0\\\q.

As for III£A(0)|||_„,,,
\\\Eh(0)\W-P.H
= UK/- PnWW-p.h < C(|||(7 - Ph)U0\\\-p+ A*|||(/ - Ph)U0\\\o)

4 ChP+o-WnlW,^ < chp+q-x\\\u0\\\q
by (1.31) and (1.35), and the proposition has been established.
We can now immediately establish Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. If »7(0 is the solution of (1.9), í7A(í) is the solution of (1.17) with
UhiO)= PhU0,and UnG Hq+ '(0) X £»(Q), 0 < t < t*,

|||f7(í)-í7A(OIII-^C(/*)'í/'+?",lllí/olll9. <></><#■-1,1 <$<!•.
Proof.By(1.38)

\\\U(t)- Uh(t)\\\.p< C(\\\U(t)- 14(0111-,.*
+ hP\\\U(t)- U„(t)\Wo)
4ChP+q-x\\\U0\\\q,
by Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.
Remark 1. The choice t7A(0)= [P°u0, Pa0k0]'leads to similar estimates if 5Ar(ß)
satisfies the 'inverse' assumption

Wi<CA"'Wlo.

«P/,eSAr(fi).

Remark 2. If i/0 is not smooth enough to be in 7/2(ß) x //'(ß), but is merely an
element of, say, X = #'(ß) x L2(ß), one can still make sense of negative norm
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estimates. Let us assume supp w0 c c fi, and supp u0 c c ß. Set Kf¡U0 =
[K*u0, K*uQY,where K* is a smoothing operator (as considered for example, in [4])

so that

\\\K*hUn\\\\
< Ch~'\\\Un\\\o and \\\K*hUn
- I/0lll-<r-i)< Chr'l\\\U0\\\0.
Then it is easily seen from our estimates that the choice Uh(0) = Ph(K%U0)leads to
|||t/(f)-í/A(í)|||-(r_1)<CAr-2|||í/0|||o.

Thus for r > 2, we have convergence in the sense of distributions, to the solution,
which is a solution also in the sense of distributions. As opposed to the parabolic
case, where nonsmooth initial data is smoothed out at t > 0, in the hyperbolic case
such a result is all one can expect (over all of ß) in the presence of nonsmooth data.
3. Convergence Estimates for Certain Fully Discrete Approximation Schemes. Let
us denote

(3.1)

7A= Identity on S'h(Q),

Lh = (Th\sm)~]

iTh is positive definite on 5A(ß) [5]), so that
(3.2)
is (7*)

AA =

0

-h

Lh

0

', 7* = 7A|SrxSr.We can then rewrite (1.17) as

DtU„it) + AhUhit) = 0,

(3.3)

t > 0,

'uh(o) = phu0,

so that
(3-4)

Uhit) = e-^PhUn.

We shall consider rational functions riz) with the approximation property
(3.5)

\r(iy)-e-y\^C\y\v+\

\y\*o,

for constants C > 0, v > 0, a > 0, and which are of Class M [1]:

(3.6)

\r(iy)\<

1 for all y g R.

The fully discrete approximation (W")™=n c SAr(ß) x Srh(ü) to the solution i/(0 of

( 1.9)is then defined by
Wn+X= rikAh)W,

(3-7)

« = 0,1,2,...,

w° = P*£/0,

where k > 0 is the time step, so that

(3-8)

W = r"ikAh)PhUn

is to be compared with Uhit),t = nk ((3.4)).
In preparation for the derivation of the error estimates, we shall first discuss the
spectral representation of the relevant functions of 7Awithin the context of ((•, -))0,
parallel to the discussion in [1] within the framework of ((•, •))_, A.
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Let ATdenote the complexification of //'(ß)

((♦,*))o

X L2(ß) as well, so that

= a(9,*)

+ (*,í)

for $ = [<¡p,cp]','S?= [\p, t/»]',with " denoting the complex conjugate. Let us denote
by 7A the restriction of 7Ato the Hilbert space 5Ar(ß) X L2(ß) (with ((•, ))0). It is
readily observed that 7A is skew adjoint, as in the real case, the kernel of 7A is
{0}X Kernel Th, and
(Kernel 7A)± = 5Ar(ß) x (¿2(ß)

e Kernel Th),

L2(ß) 9 KernelTh = ImageTh = Srh(ü)

iTh is selfadjoint in L2(ß), and is positive definite on 5A(ñ) [5]), so that one has

(3.9)

5Ar(ß) X L2(ß) = (Kernel 7A) © (SA(ß) x 5Ar(ß)).

As in [1], let (pj)jL\ denote the nonzero eigenvalues of Th, and let {\f/j)fLx be a
corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions, orthonormal in L2(ß). Then, the sequence {$/}jl _M if * 0) in SAr(ß)x SA'(ß) defined by
d)'1

;

/= 1,2,...,M,

/2

is easily seen to be a sequence of orthonormal (with respect to ((•, -))o) eigenf unctions for 7A, complete in 5A(ß) x 5A(ß), and corresponding to the eigenvalues
i\j = ii\i))x/2, v-j = -i(p-hj)l/2,j =l,2,...,M,
respectively.
Thus, for any 0 g X, and any function /, analytic in a neighborhood of the points
M

M

(3.10)

/(aa)pa$=

Y' /(u7')((p**,*;))0^
j= -M
M

=j=-M
Y' fW)({*.*î)\*ï
(' indicates that/ = 0 is omitted), and for any 0 g 5((ß) X L2(ß) (in particular, for
any$G7A(X)),
M

(3.11)

7>=

Y' ï((*,%%*?,

l>l.

j=-M

As in [1], an essential step in the comparison of Wh and Uh(nk) is the introduction
of an auxiliary function
UQ{k)
= ["o*'- "o0]' e #°°W

X //"(O),

such that

(3.12)
(3.13)

llll70W|||,+(n
< ¿-"Wolll,,
|||t70 - U¿k>\\\-P < *'+'|||£/0|||,

for m, p, q > 0 (these follow from the definitions of the norms and the observations

in[l]).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2. Assume U0 g (Hq+X(Q) x /7?(ß)) n (/7J+,(ß) x /7J(ß)). For 2 ^ q
< r, 2 «; 5 < v + l,nk ^ t*,

(3.14)

\\\W"- Uink)\\\o
< CÍ/^ÍA'-'III^III,
+ k'-'lll^lll,)-

Proof. Due to Proposition 1, we need only prove that

(3.15)

\\\W - Uh(nk)\\\o < C{h"-l\\\U0\\\q+ k°-x\\\Uj\s).

By (3.4) and (3.8) this amounts to proving

(3.16) |||(r"(*A») - exp"(-*AA))PAl/0|||0< C7(A*~MIII/ollU
+ k*~x\\\UQ\\\s).
We introduce the auxiliary function U^k),

(3.17)

(r"(*Aj-exp"(-*AA))PAI/0
= (r"(/cAA)-exp"(-/cAA))PA»70<*>

+ (r"(*AA) - exp"(-Ä:AA))PA({/0 - [#*>),

and estimate these terms separately.

By (3.10)
M

r"ikAh)Ph(U0-U0^)=

E'

r(knJ%^-Uék\^))Q^t

j"-M

so that, by (3.6) and (3.13),
M

(3.18)

|||r«(/cAA)PA(í/0-í/0^)|||^

Y'

\((Un-U«\y))\

j=-M

< lllí/o- Olio < fc2ílllí/0llls2.
We also have, by (1.21) and (3.13),
(3.19)

|||exp"(-*AA)PA(£/0 - ítf*>)|||0 = |||PA(t70- U¿k>)\\\0

< lllí/o
- trillo < k'WoWL
Thus
(3.20)

|||(r"(*Aj

- exp"(-Â:AA))PA(i/0 - U¿»)\\\0 < 2^|||{70|||í,

and, in order to estabhsh (3.16), we are left with the task of establishing the estimate

(3.21)

|||F„(A:AA)PAt70<*>|||0
< C{h"~l\\\U0\\\q+ k*-l\\\U0\\\s),

2 ^ q 4 r, 2 ^ s ^ v + I, where
(3.22)

FB(z)*r-(r)-e-".

As in [1](and [2]),we write
(3.23)

í/0<*>
= íj<(J-Jh)A'+xU¿V

+ JrlA°+xU¿k\

1=0

so that
(3.24)

PhU¿k)= PA(7 - Jh)AU¿k) + PA7A(7- 7„)A2t/0<*>

+ ¿ UiJ - Jh)A,+ xUék)+ J°h+ xA*+xU¿k\
/=2
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We note that
(3.25)

PA(7-7A)Z

= 0,

ZG/7'(ß)

X L2(ß).

Indeed, for Z = [z, z]',

pA(7-7A)z=

[px(t-

rA)¿,o] = [(pAT- rA)¿,o] = o,

since P\T — Th;
a{PxhTz, <pA)= aiTz, <pA)= (z, <pA)= a(7Az, <p„),

<pAG SA'(Q).

Thus
(3.26)

|||FB(*AA)PA£/0<*>|||o
< |||£B(AAA)PA7A(7 - 7A)A2i/0^>|||0

+ ¿|||£„(^AA)7/(7-7A)A'+lt/0^||lo
1=2

+ |||£„(A:AA)7r,Aî+1»7^>|||o.
Now, as in the derivation of (3.18), for any Z,

(3.27)

|||r"(fcAA)PAZ|||o
< HlZlllo,

and
(3.28)

|||exp"(-A:A,,)PAZ|||o<|||Z|||o,

so that
|||£„(A:AA)PA7A(7-7A)A2f70^|||o
< 2|||7A(7 - 7A)A2[/0<*>|||0= 2|||(7 - 7/¡)A2[/0<*>|||_1,„

< C(|||(7 - 7A)A2Í70<*>|||_,+ A|||(7 - 7A)A2i/0<^|||0),

by (1.37).
By (1.32)
|||(7 - /A)A2¿70<*>|||-,
< CAi|A2t70<*>|||?_2
= CA'DI^IH,
< CA«|||i/0|||„
|||(7-7A)A2C/0^|||o<CA'-||||»70|||i,

and we obtain
(3.29)

|||£„(A:AA)PA7A(7 - 7A)A2i/0(/[)|||0< CA*|||t/0|||,.

In order to estimate

\\\F„(kAh)Jl(J - 7A)A/+Ii/0^|||0,

2 < / < s,

we first note that

(3.30)

|||£„(Ä:AA)7A/Z|||o< C(t*)kl-2\\\JhZ\\\0,

for 2 < / < v + 2, t = nk < t* (the proof of this statement is similar to that of
Lemma 3.2 of [1]).

By (3.30)
(3.31)

|||£A(/cAA)7A'(7-7A)A'+1C/0^|||o
4 Ck''2\\\JhiJ

- Jh)Al+xU¿km0 = Ck'-2\\\iJ

- Jh)A'+xU^\\\-uH-
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By (1.32),(1.37),(3.12),
|||(7 -7A)A'+It/0<*>||U,,„
< C(|||(7-7A)A'+1i/0<'[>||U,

|||(7 -/B)A'+1í#*>IH-i

+ A|||(7-7A)A'+I»70<*)|||0),

< Chq-x\\\Al+lU¿k%-3 = Ch^\\\ü¿k%MI-^

^ chq-x ■k^'-2n\\u0\\\q,
|||(7 - 7A)A/+li70^>|||o< CA'-2|||A'+1l/0W|||9_3 < CA«-2fc-<'-2>|||t/0|||?,

so that (3.31) yields
(3.32)

|||£„(/cAA)7A'(7-7A)A'+,»70(*>|||o<CA''-1|||»70|||¡/,

2 < / < s.

Finally

(3.33)
\\\Fm(kAh)J'h
+ iA'+%W\\\o < C**-1||7AA*+1»70<*>|||o
by (3.30),and

(3.34)

|||7AA+lí/0^>|||o< C(\\\U0\\\S
+ *-<'-'> • A'-'IHí/olll,),

so that

(3.35)

\\\FmikAh)J¡¡+lA'+lun0

< C{ks~x\\\U0\\\s+ h"-x\\\U0\\\q),

once (3.34)is established:

|||7AA+,(70<*>||lo
< lll(7A- 7)A+,i/0«:>|||o+ |||/A*+Iltf*>lllo
= |||(7A-7)A+1»70W||lo+ llli/o</£)L

< C»*-,|||A'+,L{><*)|||,-2
+ III^IH,
= CA'-,|||»70(/£)|||?+(j.,)

+ |||»/o<A)|||1

4Chq-x-k-<s-X)\\\u0\\\q + \\\u0\\\s

by (1.32)and (3.12).
Combining (3.29), (3.32), (3.35), we obtain (3.21) and the theorem is established.
Having established the energy estimate for the fully discrete approximation, we
shall consider it sufficient to give the following ||| • |||-p-estimates, 1 < p < r - 1,
which can be compared with the ||| • |||_i>A-estimateof Baker and Bramble [1]:

Theorem 3. For 2 < »7< r, 2 < j < p + 1, 1 < p < r - 1, «&<**,

(3.36)

\\\W - U„ink)\\\-P¡h< C(f*)(A"+i-'|||»/0|||? + fc'-'lllC&M,-,),

(3.37) \\\W" - Uhink)\\\-P < C(/*)(A'+'-'|||i70|||,

(3.38)

+ (**"> + fc'-2A')|||t70|||,_,),

\\\W - U„(nk)\\\-P
< Cír'JÍA^'-'llll/olll, + k°-x\\\UQ\\\s).

Proof. Once (3.36) is established, (3.37) and (3.38) follow by utiUzing the energy
estimate of Theorem 2:

W

- U„(nk)\\\-P < C{\\\W"- U„ink)\\\-P,h + h'W

4 C(A'+"-'|||i70|||, + fc-'HItyi,-,)

- Uhink)\\\0)

+ CA'(A'-'|||Í70|||, + fc—2|||t/0||U_,)

= C(A'+«-'|||í70|||, + (*'"' + fc'-2A')|||íi{,||L-,),
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and similarly

W - U„ink)\\\-P
< CÍA^'-'lllt/olH,
+ (*'-' + ^-■AOIIIi/ollL)
4C{hP+q-x\\\U0\\\q + ks-x\\\U0\\\s).

Thus, we need to prove (3.36). As in the proof of Theorem 2, (3.36) is established
once we prove that

(3.39)

|||£„(Â:AA)PAf70(/t)||Up,A
< C(f*)(A'+«-'IM,

+ fc'-'IHlfclll,).

Again
(3.40)

|||£„(A:AA)PA»70<'[»|||_;,,A
< \\\Fn(kAh)PhJh(J

2r/(*)i
- Jh)A2U<

-p.h

!(k)\
+ Elll£n(/cAA)7A'(7-7A)A'+li/0<
■■„,_„,„

1=2

+ \\\Fn(kAh)jrlAs+xU(jk)\\\-p,h.

We note that
I p
JhrhJh

j = Jhf2 ■

Indeed, for Z = [z, z]',
JhPhJhZ = 7APA[rAz, -z]
= [-ThP°z,

= Jh[Thz, -P°z]

- Thz] = [ - Thz, - Thz] = J2Z.

Therefore (3.40) reads
(3.41)

|||Ffl(*AA)P„t70<*>|||-,.„« ¿|||£n(^A/,)7„'+'(7-7A)A/+'[/0^»|||o
/=i

+ |||Fn(/cAA)7rí'+1Aí+,»/0(A>||lo.
As in the proof of Theorem 2,

(3.42) \\\Fm(kAk)JlJ£iJ - /A)A'+,t70<*>|||0
< Cfr'-'IIIW

- /W)A'+,£#*>|||0

^CÄr'-'-A^-'.^'-^lllt/olH,
= chp+q-]\\\u0\\\q.
Finally,

(3.43)

|||F„(A:AA)7Ai+'+1A*+,t70<*>|||o
= |||F„(/cAA)7AVr'A'+'Ollo

< Ck'-l\\\Jt+ •A+'Oiio
< C^-'(lll7/;7A+1i70W|||o + \\\JP(J„ - /)Ai+1f70W|||o).
We then observe that
(3.44)

|||//A»i#*>|||0 - |||7/'-1(7AA)A-|[/0^»|||o
<C|||A-1í/0^|||o<C|||»70|||í_1,

since

7AA
is bounded.

ThL

0

0

/

>„ o"
0

/
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Now,

\\\JP(J„- 7)A+1i/0<*>|||o
= lll(7A
- /)A'+1ttf*>|ll-M
< C(|||(/A - J)As+xU0(k)\\\-P+ A'WU - 7)Aí+1í70W|||o),
and

|||(7A-7)A+1t70<*>|||_,
< CÄ'-'-'IIIA'+'^HI^a = Cft'+'-'llltíHlU.-n
and similarly

UK/»- /)ai+,í/0<*>|||o
< ch"-x ■k^-xmu0\\\q,
so that

(3.45)

|||7//(7 - 7A)A+,t/0<*>|||0
< CA>+*-'*-<*-»Ulí/olll,.

From (3.43),(3.44)and (3.45)it followsthat

(3.46) |||F„(A:AA)/r'+1A+l»7o<*>||lo
< C(*—Mlli^HL-i
+ A'^'IM,),
and (3.41), (3.42) and (3.46) lead to (3.39), so that the theorem is established.
4. Estimates for the Higher-Order Time Derivatives of Semidiscrete Approximations. As we noted in the Introduction, our objective in this section is to complement
the results in the paper by Baker and Dougalis [3] by obtaining energy and negative
norm estimates for D'Uit) - D,sUhit), where »7(0 is the solution of (1.9) and Uhit)

is the solution of (1.17) with t7„(0) = J¿+xAs+lU0,s > 1.
Theorem 4. Assume U0 g /F+,?+1(ß) X Hs+qiü), s > 1,2 4 q 4 r, and Uh(0) =
Jsh+ xA5+%.Then

(4.1)

\\\D,'U(t) - DtsU„(t)\\\-p4 ChP+q-x\\\U0\\\s+q

forO ^p 4 r - 1.
Proof. We shall again derive the energy estimate first. Since

JD,U(t) + U(t) = 0,

JD,(D,sU(t)) + D,sU(t) = 0,

and

(4.2)

D,U(t)=-AU(t),
'JD,AsUit) + AsUit) = 0,

(4 3)

1 AJ»7(0) = ASU0.

Similarly

(4y)

ÍJhDtA\Uhit) + A%Uhit)= 0,
\AAC/A(0) = AA7A2A+li/0,

since

A'huh(o)= A\jrlA'+%

= Ah{A>h-xJrVfrs+%-
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We shall write

(4.4)

D,*Uhit)- D'Uhit) = (-l)'(A'tf(O
- AAf7A(0)
= (-l)s{A*U(t)-AhJ2A*+xU(t))
+ (-ir(AA7A2A+lt/(0-AW,(0)

-i-iyiErit)

+ E¡it))t

and estimate £* *(f) and £*(f) separately. Both estimates rely upon the following:

For Z = [2, ¿]', 1 «s q < r,
(4.5)

|||(7 - AA/A2)Z|||_, « Ch>+<-l\\\Z\\\q-2.

This follows readily from (1.29), (1.30) and the expression (obtained from the
definitions and the identity PA°= LhTh)

By (4.5)

(4.6) |||£A**(OHIo
= HlAi/(0 - AA7A2A+1f7(Olllo
= 111(7
- AA/A2)A+1«7(Olllo

< Cft«-I|||A*+1V(0lll,-2
= CA"-1|||/7(0lllî+?-.
= CA"-,|||Í70|||S+Í?_1.

In order to estimate |||£*(?)lllo> we obtain from (4.3)

JhD,AsUit) + AsUit) = (Jh - J)DtAsU(t),
(4.7) 7AZ>,(AA/A2A+,i/(0) + AhJh2A°
+ iU(t )
= (Jh - J)D,A>Uit)+JhD,{AhJ2As

+ xUit) - A'Uit))

+ (A./t2A«+,í/(t)-A'l/(í))

-A(0.
From (4.7) and (4.3')
(48)

(JhD,E*it)

+ E*it) = phit)

\£A*(0) = 0.

Just as in the proof of Proposition 1, (4.8) leads to

(4.9)

lll£A*(OIHo
< C(t*) sup (|||pA(f)|||o
+ ll|Z)rPA(Olllo}
0^/<r*

for 0 < / «s f*, and again it suffices to display the estimation of |||Z),pA(Olllo:By (4.2)

(4.10)

Dtp„i') = Uh - 7)A+2i/(f)
+ (As+iU(t)-

+ Jh{AhJ2A^Uit)

- A'+2tf(0)

AhJ2As+2U(t)).

By (1.32),

(4.11)

|||(7A- 7)A+2i/(Olllo< Chq-»IIIA'+2(7(0111,-2
= CA"-,|||í/(f)||L+9=C^-,|||í70||L+<,.
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By (4.5)
(4.12)

|||A+I»7(0 - AA7A2A+2C/(Olllo
= 111(7
- AA7A2)A°+2U(t)\\\0
^Chq-x\\\A*+2U(t)\\\q-2
= Chq-x\\\U(t)\\\s+q = Chq-x\\\Un\\\s+q,

and by (4.5), (1.37),
(4.13) |||7A(A„72 - /)A+3f7(Olllo = W\(AhJh2
- 7)A+3t/(f)|||_M
< C(|||(AA7A2- 7)A+3i/(f)||U,

+ A|||(AA7A2- j)A°+3U(t)\\\0)

< CA«-'|l|A+3t/(
0111,-3
= CAMIWOIIU,- Chq-x\\\U0\\\s
+q.
(4.10),(4.11),(4.12)and (4.13)lead to the estimate

(4.14)

IIIApa(OIIIo<ca*-'|||í/0iiu?.

Similarly

(4.15)
By (4.9),(4.14),(4.15),

(4.16)

lllp-A(f)lllo<CA"-1|||»70|||J+<?_1.

ll|Fí(Olllo«C(f*)A«-lI/0|||J+,,

0 <?<?*,

and (4.4), (4.6), (4.16) yield the energy estimate

(4.17) 1110/1/(0
- A^aÍOIIIo< C(t*)h"-l\\\U0\\\s+q,0 < t < t*, 2 < q < r.
In order to establish the negative norm estimates, due to (1.38) and (4.17), it suffices

to establish that

(4.18) mzyi/(0 - zw(0M-,,A « cit*)hp+q-x\\\u0\\\s+q,
0 < t <r*, 1 <p < r - 1.
Since
JD,AsUit) + AsUit) = 0,

JhD,AsUit) + A'U(t) = iJh - J)D,A*Uit),
we have

Jt^D.A'Uit)

+ JgA'U(t) = J£(Jh - J)D^U(t),

and
je+iDtA°hUh(t)+JPA*hUh(t) = 0,
so that

(4.19)
where

jr%Eh(t)+JPEh(t)

(4.20)
(4.21)

= Jgôh(t),

£A(0 - A'U(t) - A\Uh(t),
öh(t) = (J„-J)D,A>U(t).

Just as in the proof of Proposition 2, (4.19) leads to the estimate

(4.22) |||Fa(0III-,,a
< C(r*){|||£„(0)|||_,,„
+ sup (|||äA(0HI-,,A
+ IIIA**(0IH-,.*)}
•
v

0«r*s/*

'
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Now,
£A(0) = A'U0 - A*hj;+lA*+% = (7 - AhJ2)As+xUn,

so that, by (1.37) and (4.5),
(4.23)

|||£A(0)|||_„,A < C(|||(7 - AA/A2)A+1l/0IH-, + A'|||(/

- AA7A2)A+,[/0|||o)

< CA^'-'IIIA^'l/olll^í= Cft'+«-,|ll£í,IIL+,-i.
As for |||i>,âA(Olll-p,A,
we have, using (1.37) and (1.32),

(4.24)

lll(/A-/) Aí+2í/(0III-,.a
< C(|||(/A - /)A+2l/(0lll-,

+ hP\\\(Jh- 7)As+2U(t)|||o)

< ChP+q~'IIIA+2i/(0111,-2
= CA"+*-'|||»7(0llls+,
= CA"+"-1|||i70||U<?.

Similarly,

(4.25)

K(0

„j, * Chp+'-l\H\h+<-\.

(4.22),(4.23),(4.24)and (4.25)lead to (4.18),and the theoremis established.
5. Concluding Remarks. Even though we have examined a specific case, it is
evident that the approach of the paper is relevant to Galerkin approximations of
equations in the form

(5.1)

D2v(t) + Av(t) = 0,

where A is a positive definite selfadjoint operator which may result from a plate
problem or a problem in three-dimensional elasticity. Formally, (5.1) leads to the
evolution equation

D,

vit)

v(t)

vit)

+

v(t)

which is Hamiltonian with energy

{(y4t>,e)+||ö||o}
[7], and it is this structure that we have exploited in our discussion of our specific
case.
It might also be of interest to apply our approach to the nonhomogeneous
equation

d,M0+^(0=/(0,
and obtain convergence results for nonsmooth data in terms of the negative norms
(cf. Remark 2).
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